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List of Abbreviations 

α: α-lobe of the mushroom body, AACT: accessory antenno-cerebral tract, ACT: 

antenno-cerebral tract, adLH: antero-dorsal lateral horn, AL: antennal lobe, ALPN: 

projection neuron originating from the antennal lobe, Ant: anterior, avLH: antero-ventral 

lateral horn, β: β-lobe of the mushroom body, CA: anterior calyx of the mushroom body, 

CC: central complex, CP: posterior calyx of the mushroom body, DL: dorsal lobe, Dors: 

dorsal, dPr: dorsal protocerebrum, IACT: inner antenno-cerebral tract, idPr: inferior dorsal 

protocerebrum, ilPr: inferior lateral protocerebrum, IS: isthmus, Lat: lateral, LH: lateral 

horn, OACT: outer antenno-cerebral tract, pdLH: postero-dorsal lateral horn, PN: 

projection neuron, SoG: suboesophageal ganglion, VFA: ventral area of flagellar afferents, 

VFAPN: projection neuron originating from the ventral area of flagellar afferents, vlPr: 

ventro-lateral protocerebrum, VT: visual tract, UT: unknown tract 
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Abstract 

Antennae are one of the major organs to detect chemo- and mechano-sensory cue in 

crickets. Little is known how crickets process and integrate different modality of 

information in the brain. We thus used a number of different anatomical techniques to gain 

an understanding of the neural pathways extending from the antennal sensory neurons up 

to centers in the brain. We identified 7 antennal sensory tracts (assigned as T1-7) utilizing 

anterograde dye filling from the antennal nerve. Tracts T1-T4 project into the antennal lobe 

(AL), while tracts T5 and T6 course into the dorsal region of the deutocerebrum or the 

suboesophageal ganglion, and finally tract T7 terminates in the ventral area of flagellar 

afferent (VFA). By analyzing autofluorescence images of the AL, we identified 49 

sexually isomorphic glomeruli on the basis of shape, relative position and size. On the 

basis of our sensory-tract data we assigned the glomeruli into one of four separate groups. 

We then three-dimensionally reconstructed the internal structures in the AL (glomeruli) 

and the VFA (layers). Next in the protocerebrum we identified both the tracts and their 
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terminations from the AL and VFA. We found that 10 tracts originate in the AL, whereas 

there are at least eight tracts from the VFA. Several tracts from the AL share their routes 

with those from the VFA, but their termination areas are segregated. We now have a better 

anatomical understanding of the pathways for the antennal information in cricket. 
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Introduction 

Antennal sensory information that contain chemical and tactile sensory 

information is crucial for insects, for example to find their foods, to find mating partner 

and to detect threat. However, the neuronal mechanism underlying chemical information 

processing in crickets, including environmental chemicals, pheromones and other stimuli, 

remains still unclear. Male crickets, for example, recognize a conspecifics’ sexuality using 

antennal sensory information. Males show aggressive behavior towards approaching males, 

whereas they exhibit courtship behavior with females (Alexander, 1961; Simmons, 1986; 

Nagao and Shimozawa, 1987; Adamo and Hoy, 1995). Chemical cues on the body surface 

are necessary for sexual recognition (Tregenza and Wedell, 1997; Nagamoto et al., 2005), 

but tactile cues also play an important role (Adamo and Hoy, 1995; Hofmann and 

Schildberger, 2001). It is thought that males integrate both antennal chemical and tactile 

cues in their CNS to ‘decide’ whether to act either in an aggressive or courtship manner. 

However, our understanding how they process and integrate these cues in the brain is 
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lacking, due in part to uncertainty of the anatomical pathways involved in the decision 

making process. Thus, we set out to elucidate both the pathways and central anatomical 

structures involved in this decision making process. 

Chemical sensory afferents terminate in the antennal lobe (AL); whereas, most of 

exteroceptive mechanosensory afferents terminate in the dorsal lobe (DL) of the brain 

(Homberg et al., 1989). The AL consists of multiple islets of neurons, known as glomeruli, 

which can be thought of as the functional units of olfaction. There are great similarities 

across species regarding the arrangement of the glomeruli (moth: Rospars and Hildebrand, 

1992; honeybee: Flanagan and Mercer, 1989; fly; Laissure et al., 1999; cockroach: Chiang 

et al., 2001). However, there are sexual dimorphic differences in the AL within species and 

this dimorphism may underlie the differences in processing sex pheromone odors (Burrows 

et al., 1982; Christensen and Hildebrand, 1987; Kondoh et al., 2003). The terminals of 

olfactory sensory afferents that express the same odorant receptor or that have a similar 

response profile converge in the same glomeruli (Gao et al., 2000; Vosshall et al., 2000; de 
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Bruyne et al., 2001). 

In a number of different species, the chemical information having been processed 

by local interneurons in the AL, is sent up to ‘higher centers’ (the calyx of the mushroom 

body, and the lateral protocerebrum) by projection neurons (PNs) via several neuronal 

tracts, known as the antenno-cerebral tracts (ACTs) (moth: Homberg et al., 1988; Rø et al., 

2007; cockroach: Malun et al., 1993; honeybee: Kirchner et al., 2006; ant: Zube et al., 

2008). In G. bimaculatus, however, only a part of projection routes and terminating regions 

of the PNs are known (Frambach et al., 2004; Frambach and Schürmann, 2004). We 

therefore need a far more detailed description of the anatomical pathways subserving 

antennal sensory information processing. 

The anatomical pathways involved in mechanical information in a wide variety of 

insects are known. The DL receives exteroceptive and proprioceptive mechanical 

information from the antenna, and may relay it to antennal motor neurons (fly: Burkhardt 

and Gewecke, 1965; honeybee: Kloppenburg, 1995) and descending neurons (cockroach: 
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Burdohan and Comer, 1996). However, the situation in the cricket is not so clear. There is 

an area in the deutocerebrum known as “the ventral area of the flagellar afferents (VFA)” 

that is a multi-layered neuropil, where antennae flagellar mechanosensory neurons 

terminate (Staudacher and Schildberger, 1999; Staudacher et al., 2005). Multiple layers of 

the VFA are thought to serve as a somatotopic representation of the antenna (Staudacher 

and Schildberger, 1999; Gebhardt and Honegger, 2001). Moreover, the pathways from the 

DL and/or the VFA into the protocerebrum have also not been well investigated (cricket: 

Staudacher et al., 2005; cockroach: Malun et al., 1993). However, it is clear that 

exteroceptive and proprioceptive mechanical information must be sent to protocerebrum, 

because neurons there respond to antennal mechanical stimulation (cricket: Schildberger, 

1984; cockroach: Mizunami et al., 1998; Okada et al., 1999). 

We undertook this present study to demonstrate the anatomical pathways used by 

crickets to process antennal chemical and mechanical information. 
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Materials and Methods 

Animals 

Crickets Gryllus bimaculatus (DeGeer) were reared in plastic cases (80cm × 45 cm × 20 

cm) on a 14h : 10h light and dark cycle at 28 ± 2ºC. They were fed a diet of insect food 

pellet (Oriental Yeast Co., Tokyo, Japan), chopped carrot and water ad libitum. Adult 

crickets that had molted for 2-4 weeks before the experiment were used in this study. 

  

Anatomical experiments 

We used three different preparations in this report: 1) anterograde dye filling of 

the antennal nerve, 2) autofluorescence intensification, 3) extracellular tracer application 

into the AL or the VFA.  

Anterograde dye filling of the antennal nerve. Crickets were tethered with 

small slips of Parafilm (American National Can, IL, USA) and had plastic tubes implanted 

into their neck. Antennae were cut at the lower part of flagellum, and the cut ends were 
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washed with cricket saline containing EDTA to prevent the blood from clotting. Plastic 

pipettes containing 5 μl of 5% neurobiotin in 0.1 M phosphate buffer saline (PBS) (pH 7.4) 

in the tips were slipped over the antennae. Then the animals were stored in a moist 

chamber at 4 ºC for 2 days. After the agent was anterogradely transported, the brains were 

dissected out from the head capsule in a cooled cricket physiological saline (140 mM NaCl, 

10 mM KCl, 1.6 mM CaCl2, 2 mM MgCl2, 44 mM Glucose, 2 mM TES, pH 7.2). They 

were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS overnight at 4ºC. After washing with 0.2% 

Triton X-100 in PBS (PBS-TX) for 3 hrs, they were incubated in PBS-TX containing 

streptavidin-Cy3-conjugate or streptavidin-Cy2-conjugate (1:200) overnight at 4 ºC. After 

wash with PBS-TX (for 15 min, by 4 times) and PBS (for 30 min, by 4 times), they were 

dehydrated with ethanol series (70, 80, 90, 95, 100%; for 10 min respectively), and cleared 

with methyl salicylate.  

Autofluorescence intensification. For visualization of brain structures, we 

utilized tissue autofluorescence caused by glutaraldehyde fixatio. Brains were dissected out 
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in cricket saline, fixed in 0.1% glutaraldehyde for 3-5 days at 4 ºC, dehydrated with 

ethanol series, and cleared with methyl salicylate.  

Extracellular tracer application. For identification of the projection tracts and 

areas of the neurons, fluorescent tracer was applied in the deutocerebrum. Brains of male 

crickets were isolated in the cricket saline, and fixed on a Sylgard-lined Petri dish with 

insect pins. The brain sheath of the deutocerebrum was partly ripped open with sharpened 

forceps. A glass micropipette (outer diameter 1.2 mm, inner diameter 0.75 mm; Narishige, 

Tokyo, Japan) pulled with a laser puller (P-2000, Sutter Instrument, Novato, CA) was 

filled with 3% Lucifer yellow-CH (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) diluted in 0.1 M LiCl. 

The micropipette, the tip of which was slightly broken, was inserted into the 

deutocerebrum. The dye was iontophoretically injected by 10 nA hyperpolarizing current 

for 10-30 min. Before withdrawing, the dye was allowed to diffuse into neurons for several 

minutes. Then preparations were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 1-2 hr, 

dehydrated in ethanol series, and cleared with methyl salicylate. 
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Data analysis 

Cleared brains were mounted as whole-mounts on custom-made cover slips filled 

with methyl salicylate. Images were observed and captured with a confocal laser-scanning 

microscope (CLSM; FV-1000, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) as consecutive optical sections 

with a 0.5-2 μm interval, using an UPlanSApo (×10/0.40, ×20/0.75) objective lens. 

Identification of the antennal sensory tracts, glomeruli, and layers were done using 

consecutive optical sections of the entire deutocerebrum. All morphological descriptions 

referred to the embryonic neuroaxis, which is tilted by approximately 90º with respect to 

the head-body axis. Sensory tracts were identified by comparing the position and 

branching pattern reported in previous reports in the honeybee (T1-T6; Suzuki, 1975) and 

cricket (T7; Staudacher and Schildberger, 1999). Therefore we followed the nomenclature 

of antennal tracts in naming sensory tracts. Glomeruli in the AL were identified on the 

basis of shape, relative size and location. By comparing stacked images of 

autofluorescence and dye filling from antennal nerve, we grouped and named the glomeruli 
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to the corresponding to the tracts that terminated in each. Thus, we designated glomeruli A 

as the structure to which axons in T1 terminated in, and, likewise, B for T2, C for T3, D for 

T4, etc.. The classification of antenno-cerebral tracts (ACTs) was mostly based on 

published data from cockroach (Malun et al., 1993). We defined the lateral horn (LH) as a 

neuropil that receives the majority of terminals of the PNs from the AL through inner the 

antenno-cerebral tract (ACT). 

 

 

Results 

  Identification of sensory tracts  

Dye-filling experiments on the antennal nerve (N = 15: 10 males and 5 females) 

showed that there are 7 major antennal sensory tracts named T1-T7 respectively (Fig 1). 

Four tracts (T1-T4) were found to project into the antennal lobe (AL) (Suppl 1). The 

terminals of the sensory afferents form glomerulus at the AL (Fig 2). Each glomerulus was 
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observed to contain internal fine glomerular substructures, which we have called 

“micro-glomerular structure” (Fig 2A). T1 ran along ventral boundary of the AL and 

terminated in glomeruli covering the ventral area (Fig 1B, 2B). T2 ran more dorsal to T1, 

along the anterior boundary of the AL and terminated primarily in glomeruli located in the 

lateroposterior area (Fig 1C). T3 ran along the posterior boundary of the AL and 

terminated predominately in glomeruli located in the postero-ventral area (Fig 1C). T4 ran 

along the dorsal boundary of the AL and terminated in glomeruli covering the most dorsal 

area (Fig 1D). T4 nerve bundle descended to the medial part of the VFA (arrow in Fig 1D), 

and a portion of them terminated in the suboesophageal ganglion (SoG) together with those 

of T6 (Fig 1F). In addition a second T4 nerve bundle ran along the dorsal boundary of the 

AL with some collaterals (IS in Fig 1D, 2 B) and turned antero-ventrally thus terminating 

in the medio-ventral region of the protocerebrum (IS in Fig 1B, 2B). T5 and T6 ran 

together dorsal to the AL. T5 nerve bundles terminated in the DL, while those in T6 

divided into T6-1 and T6-2 in the DL. T6-1 then descended to the SoG (Fig 1E, F), while 
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sending some collaterals into the dorsal region of the VFA (Fig 1E). T6-2 ran 

dorso-medially and terminated in the dorso-medial part of the DL (Fig 1E). T7 ran 

postero-medially and entered into the VFA, the ventral area from the DL (Fig 1C). The 

projections of antennal sensory neurons are summarized in Fig 2C. 

 

Classification of the glomeruli 

CSLM images of autofluorescence of brains revealed that there were 49 glomeruli on each 

side of the AL (N=19: 12 males and 7 females). Each glomerulus was anatomically 

identifiable by its shape, relative size, and position (Fig 3). The 49 identified glomeruli 

were classified into 4 groups on the basis of antennal sensory tracts (T1-T4). There are 8 

glomeruli in group A, 16 in group B, 17 in C, and 8 in D. The glomeruli located in the 

ventral part of the AL (i.e. A, B, and C) are more compactly arranged than those in the 

dorsal part (D). More dorsal to the glomeruli in the D group, 3 additional neuropils were 

found where antennal sensory afferents projecting through T4 terminate. We did not 
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classify them as glomeruli, but classified them as “isthmi” (IS in Fig 1D, 2B). We 

compared selected CSLM stacks of right and left ALs from 12 males and 7 females. There 

was little variation in the arrangement of the glomeruli (male: Fig 4A, B; female Fig 4C, 

D). However, some degree of inter-individual variation was observed. For example, the A4, 

B8, or C1 glomerulus was sometimes observed to be subdivided (3 in 12 males, 2 in 7 

females), and B3 and B5 were sometimes observed to be fused (2 in 12males, 1 in 7 

females).  

 

The layers in the ventral area of flagellar afferents (VFA)  

Dye-filled afferent antennal fibers were arranged in parallel layers in the VFA (Fig 5). T7 

fibers ran medio-posteriorly in the postero-ventral surface of the deutocerebrum and then 

terminate in the VFA forming five layers in the crickets (N=10: 5 males and 5 females) 

(Fig 5A, B). The horizontal width of each layer was ~ 90 μm, the vertical width ranged 

between 25-45 μm, and the medio-posterior thickness ranged between 5-30 μm. We 
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observed 5 separate fluorescence intensive peaks and these reflect the density of terminals 

(Fig 5C). The intensity of the florescent signal tended to be weaker in the more lateral 

layers (Fig 5C). Additionally, the layers appeared to be arranged in sub-compartments, 

especially in the most medial layer. Their two layered sub-compartments were closely 

attached together (encompassed regions in Fig 5A). Finally, we have summarized the 

projection patterns of the antennal tracts and their termination in the deutocerebrum in 

Figure 6. 

 

Projecting tracts of the AL-PNs and the VFA-PNs 

Using the extracellular tracer application method the projecting tracts of axons originating 

from the AL were visualized in 20 preparations. We found that the AL-PNs coursed 

through four tracts, IACT, ACT3, ACT4, and OACT. These PNs predominately terminated 

in the anterior calyx of mushroom body (CA) and terminated in the lateral protocerebrum 

(termed the lateral horn; LH in Fig 7). The IACT projected medially from the AL into the 
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protocerebrum and then bent anteriorly along the midline of the brain. This tract then 

turned laterally into the medio-posterior protocerebrum, coursed dorsally to the peduncle, 

slightly posterior to the CA, and then turned posteriorly into the LH (Fig 7A-C). The 

ACT3 projected out of the AL together with the IACT, but separated from the IACT in the 

centro-medial protocerebrum and then bent laterally to the ipsilateral LH (Fig 7B). The 

ACT4 ran out of the AL dorso-anteriorly, then ran anteriorly, and finally bended laterally 

into the LH (Fig 7B). The OACT initially ran with the ACT4 as they exited the AL, but 

then diverged antero-laterally from the ACT4 into the LH (Fig 7B). The majority of the 

AL-PN terminals converged in the CA and the LH. 

We found 6 additional AL-PN routes that were previously not reported; these 

ACTs were defined as accessory ACTs (AACTs) (AACT1-6 in Fig 7A-C). Some 

VFA-PNs partly projected to the AL and formed part of the AACTs. Tracts AACT1, 2, 4 

and 5 separate from the IACT laterally at approximately the same point that the ACT3 

separated (Fig 7B, C). From that point, the AACT1 ran antero-laterally and joined the 
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IACT again in the anterior calyx (Fig 7A). AACT2 also ran antero-laterally and joined 

IACT in the antero-ventral LH (Fig 7C). AACT4 coursed laterally and project into the sdPr, 

while sending collaterals into the medial protocerebrum (Fig 7C). AACT5 ran 

postero-laterally, and then turned antero-laterally to join the IACT (Fig 7C). AACT3 had a 

characteristic trajectory lateral to the IACT and turned laterally to join the ACT3 (Fig 7B). 

AACT6 emanated from the AL together with the OACT, but then separated more 

dorso-anteriorly and terminated in the sdPr (Fig 7C). 

We next focused our attention on the VFA in 18 preparations. This enabled us to 

visualize the projecting tracts of axons originating from the AL. We found the VFA-PNs 

have processes in 3 tracts, ACT3, ACT4, and OACT. These processes predominately 

terminated in the postero-ventral region of the LH (termed as inferior and superior lateral 

protocerebrum; ilPr and slPr, respectively in Fig 8A-C). The trajectories of the ACT3, 4, 

and OACT from the VFA were consistent with those from the AL, but their termination 

areas were different.  
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 Some of the VFA-PNs were discovered to project through previously unknown 

routes (AACT3, 4, 6-8). The trajectories of the AACT3, 4, 6 were consistent with those of 

the AL-PNs. Thus, two new tracts were identified. AACT7 together with IACT sends 

collaterals into the CA (Fig 8B). AACT8 also emerges from the AL with the IACT, it then 

turns ventrally, along the ventral surface of the protocerebrum, and finally turns 

dorso-laterally into the ilPr (Fig 8A). We observed some collateral from the OACT and 

AACT3 that terminated in the CA (see Fig 8D, E). 

 

Termination areas of the AL-PNs and the VFA-PNs 

The extracellular tracer application showed that the AL-PN and the VFA-PN 

axons terminated in the lateral regions of protocerebrum having sent collaterals into the 

CA (Fig 7, 8). The axons of the AL-PNs and the VFA-PNs projected similarly their 

termination areas in the protocerebrum. Ventrally the AL-PNs terminated in the more 

lateral posterior regions (the LH) than did the VFA-PNs (the slPr and ilPr). Dorsally, 
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however, the AL-PNs ended in the more posterior region (inferior dorsal protocerebrum; 

idPr) than did the VFA-PNs (superior dorsal protocerebrum; sdPr). 

In the CA, only AL-PN terminals projecting through the IACT were consistently 

observed, whereas in only some cases were VFA-PN terminals running through the OACT 

observed. The AL-PN terminations via the IACT were found to arise in the lip region (n = 

20), while those VFA-PN terminations via OACT arose from the basal, postero-midial 

region (Fig 8E). The results of the extracellular tracer application in the AL or VFA are 

summarized in Fig 9. 

 

 

Discussion 

Terminal of antennal sensory afferents 

Retrograde axon tracing of all axons in the antennal nerve of the cricket revealed that 

antennal sensory afferents are divided into 7 tracts and terminate at the deutocerebrum. We 
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found previously unknown characteristics of the projection pattern by the antennal tracts to 

the AL. Four antennal tracts T1-T4 that convey chemical information from the antennae 

end in the AL. The axon of chemosensory afferents terminate in distinct morphological 

units named glomeruli where they make synaptic connection with local interneurons, 

which interconnect subsets of glomeruli, and with PNs that project to the higher 

information processing centers in the brain. The total number of the glomeruli was 49 in 

the cricket AL, compared to 50 in the fly (Laissue et al., 1999; Kondoh et al., 2003), 60 in 

the moth (e.g. Rospars and Hildebrand, 1992; Berg et al., 2002; Sadek et al., 2002) and 

92-104 in Hymenopteran species (Smid et al., 2003). The majority of cricket glomeruli 

contained inner small spheral substructures called ‘microglomerular structure’ (Ignell et al., 

2001). Anatomical analysis in this study demonstrates no sexual dimorphism in the spatial 

arrangement of the cricket AL, which confirms the previous study by Ignell et al., (2001). 

A sexual dimorphism in olfactory pathway has been demonstrated in some insects. For 

example, male insects have sex specific glomeruli, the macroglomerular complex, which 
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exclusively process information regarding sex pheromones released by conspecific females 

(cockroach: Burrows et al., 1982; moth: Christensen and Hildebrand, 1987; Kanzaki et al., 

1989; fly: Kondoh, 2003; Stockinger et al., 2005). Further, in the moth, female specific 

glomeruli process odor information concerning host plants (Masante-Roca et al., 2005; 

Skiri et al., 2005). On the other hand, like crickets some insects have no macroglomerulus 

(e.g. parasitoid wasps Cotesiaglomerata and C.rubecula: Smid et al., 2003). It is 

demonstrated that ordinary glomeruli in moth also play important role in pheromone 

information processing (Varela et al., 2011). It is demonstrated that cuticular substances on 

the body surface of conspecific animals is used for sexual recognition in cricket (Rence and 

Loher, 1977; Nagamoto et al., 2005). Antennal sensory afferents convey the tactile 

chomosensory information into the deutocerebrum in cricket. However it is still unclear 

how and where this information is processed. In Drosophila, the spatial arrangement of the 

glomeruli is sexually isomorphic (Laissue et al., 1999). However, dimorphic functional 

differences were found using genetic techniques (Stockinger et al., 2005).  
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We classified the AL glomeruli into four groups (A-D) on the basis of the four 

sensory tracts (T1-T4). In honeybee, AL is divided into two groups (antero-ventral and 

postero-dorsal group) on the basis of sensory tract input (T1 and T3). This division is 

suggested to respond to functional or odotypic grouping in honeybee (Müller et al., 2002; 

Kirchner et al., 2006). In the most dorsal part of the AL, where T4 terminate, the glomeruli 

are separated from others, as previously reported (Ignell et al., 2001). This characteristic of 

T4 is similar to that observed in honeybee (Suzuki, 1975; Galizia et al., 1999).  

We found 2 subtracts of T4 in the cricket brain, and could gain new insight to the 

findings of previous report by Staudacher and Schildberger (1999). One of them projected 

into the medio-ventral region of the protocerebrum shown as ISs. The IS in the dorsal AL 

could be analogous to the ‘isthmus’ or ‘knot-like structure’ in moth, which are thought to 

process mechano-sensory information (Homberg et al., 1988). The other subtracts that 

projected into the medial area of the VFA are involved with processing exteroceptive 

mechanosensory information. The VFA was originally defined as a ventral region where 
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exteroceptive mechanosensory afferents from the antennae flagellum terminated 

(Staudacher and Schildberger, 1999). The more dorsal region of the VFA receives 

proprioceptive mechanical sensory information from the pedicel and scape (Gebhardt 

and Honegger, 2001). The remaining three tracts (T5-T7) therefore convey 

mechanosensory information as discussed by Staudacher et al. (2005). In the honeybee, T5 

contains proprioceptive mechanosensory afferents arising from the scape, whereas T6-1-3 

contains afferents arising from Johnstone’s organ on the pedicel (Ai et al., 2007). Further 

more, the DL receives input from both mechano-sensory and gustatory neurons located on 

the tip of the flagellum in honeybee (Haupt, 2007). In the cockroach, mechanosensory and 

gustatory afferents on the flagellum terminate in the dorsal part of the DL and the SoG 

forming three distinct bundles of T6-1, whereas the afferents on the scape and pedicel 

terminate in the ventral part of the DL (Nishino et al., 2005). T7 is made up of flagellar 

mechano-sensory afferents in crickets (Staudacher and Schildberger, 1999), whose 

function is still unclear. The function of the multi-layered neuropil and the arrangements of 
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sub-compartments in the VFA of the cricket are still remained unclear. 

 

Tracts and termination areas of the AL-PNs 

We found that the AL-PNs ran through ten tracts and terminate in the CA and/or the lateral 

protocerebrum (i.e. LH). Previously the projection patterns of AL-PNs have been 

investigated in a wide variety of insects (fly: Stocker et al., 1990; cockroach: Malun et al., 

1993; moth: Homberg et al, 1988, Rø et al., 2007; honeybee: Kirschner et al., 2006; ant: 

Zube et al., 2008). As in the other species studied we found in the cricket that the IACT 

was more frequently and more intensely stained. That is, its axon ran ventral to the 

peduncle, it sent collaterals into the calyx, and it terminated in the lateral protocerebrum. 

Almost all of the AL-PNs that project through IACT show uniglomerular arborization in 

the AL (Schildberger, 1984; Ignell et al., 2001) as they do in other insects (cockroach: 

Malun et al, 1993; Strausfeld and Li, 1999; honeybee: Abel et al., 2001; Müller et al., 

2002; moth: Homberg et al., 1989; Kanzaki et al., 1989; fly: Stocker et al., 1990; Marin et 
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al., 2002; mosquito: Ignell et al., 2005). In the cockroach, AL-PNs project via ACT2 and 

there they also exhibit uniglomerular arborization (Malun et al., 1993). However, in the 

honeybee and moth the AL-PNs project via l-ACT (synonymous with OACT) but also 

exhibit uniglomerular arborization (Abel et al., 2001; Müller et al., 2002; Rø et al., 2007).  

Our finding that the AL-PNs terminate in the CA and/or the LH, confirm previous 

findings (Frambach and Schürmann, 2004; Frambach et al., 2004) and suggest that these 

regions are the secondary centers of chemical processing. We found that the AL-PNs 

projecting through IACT terminated in the CA, whereas the AL-PNs projecting through 

other ACT or AACT do not terminate in CA. The AL-PNs projecting through IACT 

directly input onto Kenyon cells in the CA (Frambach et al., 2004).  

We found here that almost all of the AL-PNs terminate in the lateral 

protocerebrum in an area more anteriorly extended than those of other species (e.g. 

cockroach: Strausfeld and Li., 1999). This difference in where the AL-PNs terminate in the 

LH of cricket would relate to single calyx morphology. In the cricket, prior to hatching one 
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of the two clusters of Kenyon cell neuroblast degenerate, leaving only a single calyx in the 

hemisphere (Cayre et al., 2000; Farris, 2005). Lateral calyx occupies the anterior region of 

the LH in cricket whereas in cockroach or honeybee this region is where AL-PNs in the 

IACT terminate. 

 

Tracts and termination areas of the VFA-PNs 

For the first time we described that VFA-PNs project to and terminate in the CA 

and/or the lateral protocerebrum (slPr and ilPr) via 8 tracts. The majority of them project 

via the OACT. In cockroach, one of the PNs was anatomically described, whose dendrites 

extended to several dorsal glomeruli of the AL and the DL, and whose axon ran through 

OACT and terminated in the posterior region of the LH (Malun et al., 1993). This 

suggested that OACT is a tract transmitting mechanosensory information. Almost all of the 

VFA-PNs terminate in the slPr or ilPr. Thus, these regions must be secondary 

mechanosensory centers. In contrast, minorities of the VFA-PNs terminate in the CA, 
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where mechanosensory information can be combined with olfactory or visual information. 

Using extracellular tracer application technique we detected terminals in the basal region 

of the CA from VFA-PNs projecting via OACT. This region can be one of somatosensory 

center of the insect brain.  

 

Segregation of terminals of the AL-PNs and the VFA-PNs 

Both AL-PNs and VFA-PNs project via common routes (i.e. ACT3, ACT4, 

OACT, AACT3, AACT4, AACT6), however, in other cases AL-PNs project exclusively 

via (IACT, AACT2, AACT5) and VFA-PNs exclusively via (AACT7, AACT8). In spite of 

sharing several ACTs, AL-PNs and VFA-PNs terminate in a segregated fashion. Terminals 

of input neurons are differently distributed in the calyx across sensory modalities. For 

example, in G. bimaculatus, the terminals of AL-PNs and projections from another area 

(the lobus glomeratus, a putative primary center of palpal gustatory sensory information) 

are segregated onto the anterior calyx and posterior calyx, respectively (Frambach and 
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Schürmann, 2004). In like manner in the cockroach, terminals in the calyx of visual and 

olfactory input neurons are differently distributed (Nishikawa et al., 1998; Strausfeld and 

Li, 1999). Continuing in this mode odor and mechanical information is combined by 

Kenyon cells (intrinsic neurons of mushroom body) and multimodal protocerebral neurons 

(Schildberger, 1984; Li and Strausfeld, 1997; Strausfeld and Li, 1999).  

In conclusion, we suggest, both in the primary centers of the deutocerebrum and 

in higher centers of the protocerebrum, chemical and mechanical information should be 

represented in spatially segregated neuropils, and this architecture must play an important 

role in antennal sensory information processing and integration. 
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Figure Legend 

Fig. 1. Projections of the antennal sensory afferents visualized by anterograde dye filling 

from the antennal nerve. A: 3-D reconstruction of a cricket brain. B-E: Consecutive 

microscopic images from the most ventral (B) to the most dorsal part (C) of the 

deutocerebrum. T1 ran medially in the most ventral part of the antennal lobe (AL). The 

arrowhead in B indicates the terminals of one subtract of T4 in the ventral region of the 

protocerebrum, termed an isthmus (IS). T2 ran anterior boundary and T3 ran posterior 

boundary of the AL. Broad parallel fibers of T7 ran postero-medially into the ventral area 

of the flagellar afferents (VFA). T4 ran in the most dorsal part of the AL. Arrowheads in D 

indicate two neuropil regions in the dorsal area of the AL, termed isthmus (IS). The arrow 

in D indicates another subtract of T4 that terminates in the medial area of the VFA. T5 

terminates in the dorsal lobe (DL, encompassed by broken line in E), where T6-1 and T6-2 

were subdivided. T6-1 descended through neck connective up to the suboesophageal 

ganglion (SoG). T6-2 turned posteriorly and terminated in a region dorsal to the AL. F: 
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Terminals of T6-1 in anterior part of the ipsilateral SoG. D-F is obtained by superimposing 

multiple consecutive pictures. Scale bars = 100 μm. Ant: anterior, Lat: lateral. 

 

Fig 2. Anterograde dye filling of the antennal nerve. A: Stacked images of the AL obtained 

from optical sections made with a CLSM. Parts of surrounded by broken line indicate 

glomeruli where antennal sensory afferents terminate. Fine glomerular substructures are 

observed in each glomerulus that is called micro-glomerular. Scale bar = 40 μm. B: A 

ventral view of the antennal lobe. The arrangement of T1-T4 is shown in the Suppl. 1. 

Scale bar = 100 μm. C: Summery of the projection of antennal sensory afferents. Broken 

line indicates the boundary between deutocerebrum and protocerebrum (Pr). 

 

Fig. 3. Consecutive microscopic images of the glomeruli in the AL visualized by 

autofluorescence (left), and their labeled illustrations of the glomeruli (right), arranged in 

descending order from the ventral (A) to dorsal part (N). The interval of every consecutive 
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two planes is 10.4 μm. A1-D8 in right column indicates the defined name of each 

identified glomerulus, and the coloration reflects the group they belong to (A1-8: light blue, 

B1-15: yellow, C1-17: blue, D1-8: red). Scale bar = 50 μm. Ant: anterior, Lat: lateral. 

 

Fig. 4. Ventral (A, C) and dorsal (B, D) views of the antennal lobe of male (A, B) and 

female cricket (C, D). Forty-nine non-sexually dimorphic glomeruli were anatomically 

identified in the AL. The coloration of the glomeruli reflects the group belonging to, which 

corresponds to that in Fig. 3. Ant: anterior, Lat: lateral. 

 

Fig 5. A: A microscopic image of the cricket VFA, in which layers visualized by dye 

filling from the antennal nerve. I-V indicates layers in the VFA. Broken lines encompass 

the sub-compartments in the VFA. Scale bar = 50 μm. B: 3-D reconstruction of the VFA 

constructed by stained antennal sensory afferents. C: Measurement of fluorescent intensity. 

Summation of measured intensity in each 10 pixel from the base point is graphed out. I-V 
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indicates the peaks of fluorescent intensity, which corresponds to I-V in A. Ant: anterior, 

Lat: lateral. 

 

Fig. 6. Summarized illustration of the projection patterns of the antennal sensory tracts 

(T1-T7) in a sagittal view of the deutocerebrum. The glomeruli in the AL were classified 

into 4 groups of glomeruli (A-D) by the terminals of antennal sensory tracts (T1-T4). 

Ventral three groups of glomeruli (A-C) were clearly separated from the dorsal group (D) 

(indicated by dashed line). Subtracts of T4 projected also into the protocerebrum or a part 

of the VFA. T5, T6-1, and T6-2 were subdivided at the entrance of the dorsal lobe (DL). 

T7 terminated in the VFA, forming parallel layers. Ant: anterior, Dors: dorsal. 

 

Fig. 7. Projection neurons stained by the extracellular tracer application method in the AL. 

A-C: Consecutive microscopic stacked sections (ventral to dorsal) showing 

antenno-cerebral tracts (ACTs) originating from the AL. Four ACTs (IACT, ACT3, ACT4, 
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OACT) and six accessory ACTs (AACTs) were identified. Scale bars = 100 μm. D: 

Terminals of the AL-PNs in the anterior calyx of the mushroom body (CA). Termination 

area was biased in the lip region of the CA. Scale bar = 50 μm. Ant: anterior, Lat: lateral.  

 

Fig. 8. PNs stained by the extracellular tracer application method in the VFA. A-C: 

Consecutive microscopic stacked sections (ventral to dorsal) showing antenno-cerebral 

tracts (ACTs) originating from the VFA. Three ACTs (ACT3, 4, OACT) and five 

accessory ACTs (AACTs) were identified. A square of broken line in B indicates the area 

illustrated in D. Scale bars = 100 μm. D: Terminals of side branches from the AACT3 in 

the anterior calyx. Scale bar = 20 μm. E: From another sample. Terminals of side branch 

from the OACT in the basal region of the anterior calyx. Scale bar = 50 μm. Ant: anterior, 

Lat: lateral. 

 

Fig. 9. Schematic illustration of simplified antennal chemo- (A) and mechano-sensory (B) 
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pathways in the cricket brain. A: Chemosensory afferents terminate into the AL that 

consists of multiple glomeruli. The AL-PNs project through main four routes (inner route 

(IACT), outer route (OACT), and two middle routes (ACT3, ACT4)), and terminate into 

the lip region of the anterior calyx of the mushroom body (CA) and the lateral horn (LH). 

B: Antennal mechanosensory afferents terminates into the VFA that consists of multiple 

layers, where they form layers. The VFA-PNs project through three main route (outer route 

(OACT), and two middle routes (ACT3, ACT4)), and terminate into the basal region of the 

CA and the inferior and superior lateral protocerebrum (ilPr and slPr, respectively). Note 

that the termination areas of the chemical and tactile pathways are segregated not only in 

the deutocerebrum, but also in the protocerebrum. 

 

Suppl. 1. Arrangements of T1-T4 tracts in the AL shown in Fig. 2B. Stacked images of the 

AL obtained from optical sections made with a CLSM and made up as a 3D animation. 
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